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Unit 1: 

How do you feel?



Objective: To use and apply words and sounds related to health.

Ability: Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing.

Attitude: Eager to learn.

June 15th – June 19th

*Escribir las diapositivas que tengan un asterisco rojo en el cuaderno

*



Pronouns

As you already know, pronouns are the words we use to replace 

nouns. We learned how to use them in a sentence according to  

images. Today, we will learn to replace a noun with a pronoun:

For example: Marco is my best friend → He is my best friend

How do I know how to replace it?
Marco, as we may know, is the name of a male
So we use a male pronoun to replace the name

*



Pronoun

Remember when we talk about animals and objects, we 

use ‘it’. 

For example : Manchita is pretty → It is pretty

And when we talk about a group of people, we use ‘they’

We can use ‘we’ when the group includes me.

For example: The Beatles are a great band → They are a 

great band

*



Activity N°1
• Replace the following nouns with the correct pronoun.

For example: Luis Miguel is a great Singer → He

1. Nicolás is at home → ________

2. The cat is very hungry → ______

3. Francisca has the flu → _______

4. Los Prisioneros are a famous Chilean band → ______

5. Bread is my favourite food → ______

*



Speaking practice

The Flu

Stomach ache Headache

Earache
Toothache



Speaking Practice
Sore throat

Back pain

A fever

A cough

A sneeze



Activity N°2
Write the words that you can hear in the audio (dirigirse al

tutorial para escuchar las palabras).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

*


